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INTMDUCTION

Thousands of years ago when the first builders thought of raising
their structures, they were faced with the problem of spanning space,
To eever the maximum distance with the minimum amoung of material the
genius of man devised the simplest form of curved structure the arch,

i
Reeently, need for research and experimental studies in this field

p has become mere and more important,
Conventionally, analyses is carried out using the properties of

the material in the elastic range, With the modem theory of plastic
design, it is found that a ccnsiderable amount in the materials used
can be saved, In the elastic analysis the maximum load is based on
the first yielding at any critical section in the structure while in
the plastic analysis the maximum load will be much greater, This is
due to the fact that in the latter case the maximum load is the load
that will cause the structure to eollapse, While the literature con-
tains a considerable amcunt about elastic and the collapse conditions,
the elasto-·plast:I.c analysis remains unexplored, References are very
rare,

The material in this thesis cevers generally the elastic, par-
tially plastic and fully plastic behavior of curved structures with
rectangular sections with mphasis on the e1asto··plastic range,

I
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REV® GF LITEQATURE

As far as the stress analysis of arches is eoncerned, most of the
literature is limited either to behavior in the elastic range or to
behavior at collapee• These two bodies of literatures have been so
well developed that the results can be used in daily engineering prac-
tice• However, literature on elasto-plastic stress analysis is still

rare•

In 1957, Stevens wrote a paper, "Carrying Capacity of Mild-steel

Arches", in which he observed that we can not rely on simple plastic

theory, in which the axial force effect on the formation of a p1La¤+.ic
hinge is neglected, to analyse the arch problem, as it yields serious

error for arches in which the axial forces are high and where the thrust

line lies close to the rib•
The references which I have used for the stress analysis of arches

include notes on curved structures by G, L. Rogers and the *•Plastic

Analysis ef Structures*' by P• G• Hedge, Jr•• In Dr• Rogers* notes,

he suggested the Bresse equatiens for finding deflection in the gen-

eral case. Here, in this thesis, it has been used widely in calculat-
ing the deflection, even for the inelastic range•

The plastic behavicr cf rectangular sections was discussed by E, T•

Onat and W; Prager in their paper, **Limit analysis of arches", in which
they gave the relation between m and n when the stress distribution at

the section is in a ful.ly plastified condition, where m is a dimension-

less mement parameter representing a fracticn of the fully plastic moment *
of the exmsidered section and n is a dimensionless parameter of axial force

representing a fraction of fully plastic axial force of the considered sections
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ELASTO—PLASTIC STRES3 ANALYSIS OF CURVED STRIICIUREB

WITH RECTANCRJLAR SECTION

·I• Qtgas Anggg gg a gggggg Segtion Subjeggg to Cgined
Begggg ggg; and ggal Perg .

P Since the behavior of curved structures with a rectangular section

is the same as a beam of rectangular section subject to combined

bending and social forces, we shall first be coneemed with the beam

l problem.,
The sign convention will be chosen as followsz

Positive bending moment and posi.tive rotation will cause comression I

in the top fibre, and positive axial force and positive displacgt
will cause the cmtroidal fibre to elongate•

We shall now define "first yielding", "second yielding" and "full

plssticity"• °'First yielding'* means that the stress on one side at

the section has just reached the yielding stress• "Second yielding"

means the stress on the other side of the section has also reached

the yielding stress, "Full plasticity°' means all the stresses at the

section have reached the yielding stress•

We will assume a besm of width B and depth ZH which is subjected

to a positive bending moment M and a positive axial force N• We shall

have four possible stress patterns at the section•

Oase l• All stresses within the elastic range
The discussion of such a case has been exhaustivcly treated in

any book on strength of material, therefore it will not be dis-

cussed here a@.in•



ÜCase 2• The stress pattern between first yielding and second
yielding

We shall call the yielding stress for the msterial,G';, the
distance from centroidal aus to where the yielding first appears,
Klllg and the distance from the cantroidal aus to the neutral
aus, K2H• By defining the szmation of forcee acting on the sec-

, tion under eonsideration as the ausl force N, and the suumation
„ of the moment about the centroidal aus at the section under con-

eideration as the bending moment M, we will have

H
I(&H

I

K\H

HFigure 1 V

K1 * K2 (1 — 1; )2N = &°BH(1 · Kl) + c{°BH 2 - QBH ,

(1 + K )2„ (0BH 2 - ..............}...... (101)2 (K1 + K2)
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2 H
K + K + K+0gBH H2 3

(1 • Kg)2
2 )aß 2(K1+K2)M2 3 K1 2

0-,,2112 2 · K3 + 31:1
6 K1 + K2

Let ue define the arial force in the absence of bending moment,
neceesary to cause the section under coneideration to be fuJ.ly
plastic as NQ, and the moment in the absence of axial force
necessary to cause the secticn under consideration to be fully
plastic es H°, and also define n, a dimensionlcse parameter of
azial force repreeenting a fracticn of N°, and m, a dimensionless
parameter cf bending mmxt representing a fraction ef M°•

Therefore we may write
Ha =¤ von == 2 0*0BH (103)

N 1 (K1 K U2
(106)n S 2 •HG Hlxl + K2)

M 2 - M 3 + Km == E == (106)
a 6(Kl + K2)

Hiadnating K2 fm Eq„ (105) and (106) we wlll have
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3 .ä..... 2 ___, _ _ „xl +2(l__n) Kl +3(l‘fn l)Kl+ E-(ggü 2 0 (107)
and the selutien ef Eq• (107) will be

xl e 2 - 561};)- (107;;)
When Kl ¤ 12 first yielding will have oecuredp so that Eq• (107)

can be redueed te the form
„ + äm = 1 (me)

Case 3• The stress pattern between seeend yielding and full
plaeticity

We let K3}! be the distance from the eentroidal exis to where
the yielding stress appears epposite to KlH direction and find

un:

I·· ¤z —|
Figure 2

u ¤ a-aaa [(1 — xl) — (1 - 1:2)]
=¤ cr°BH (K3 - Kl)

¤ 2 ogpu K2 (109)
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1 ·· KlM= 0··°BH2 (1- K1) (Kl+··-E-····)

„ _ }_ 2 2 1, 2 (110)
1 3 2= 1 · - K2 ·- — E-m 33+31:21:3 31:2 (1106,)

mimnatirgg K2 treu Eq• (109) and Eq„ (110) we get
K;-2¤1<3+<1„¤’·’+2m—2>-o (111)

and the solution ef Eq• (111) will be
(13-le)

When K3 == 1, second yielding will have occurred so that Fq• (111)

een be reduced to the form
2112 -· n + 25111 == 1 (112)

Gase I1, The stress pattern at full plasticity

When the stresses at the section under consideration have
just reaehed the fully plastic state we find

GL

G; {

Fime 3
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N == 2 K2 O'°BH(113)K
== K2 (113a)

K ¤ 2 ¤-BK2(1-·)(-+1-K2)o K2 K2 ""“"§""'“"

·= mau: (1 · K2? (111+)
m = (1 - K2)2 (una)

Combining Eq• (llßa.) and Eq• (Ilka) we can get a. formale which
reletes n and m as follous

H2 'P E ¤1If

we consider all ccmbinations of bending nment and axial

force at the section, the results may be given a gaphieal inter-
pretation as in figure k•

m
n"+m=| (H5)

0 \

.am

nim:.-I (IZZ)
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In order to understand the defomation of the curved members, we
use the equations of Breese which will be given below

1 Ads 1 Ad<>lAlle Axa -A¤l9(Yl · Yo) +j —-·&—;·dX - ··-Ä; (Y1 - Y) de (201)
0 0
l 1 °Lsrl ¤ erg +asg(x1 — xu) + jo *%dY + lot-E-; (xl - x) ds (202)

1
mil =AoL° + S

‘°·§2L
de (203)

O s

4-$-3 will be defined as mit strain of fiber along the centroidal

aus at any section and gg-·;°L’ as unit rotation about the neutral axis
at any sectien,

Since we will use the equatiens of B1-esse from the first applica-
tion of lead until the critical section becomes ful.ly plastic, we have
to determine the values ef A·-ä-E-L and éaä- satisfying the above equation

net only in the elastic range but also in the inelastic range and

plastic range•

Here again we consider a rectangular section of width B and depth 2H

being acted upon by a positive bending moment and a positive adsl

ferce and discuss the values of A-fi-EL and % considering the first
three stress patterns mentioned in the previous sectiom
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Case 1• Deflectien for all stress within the elastie rangeH2ess „ M „ s °‘¤B „ ...A...3<>*¤·ds Ü Mo E BZZHSB 2EH (202)

[ 12 1
¤..<e. „ ¤„ M <".....¤*B*‘ „ <:....¤“

Case 2• Detlectim for stress pattern between first yielding
and sseond yielding

H

\·<„H
H

5 Ü
A_g_g_L N 1 E N

6 <7’o

A N A „L N 0"K2
Ü

7% gg (KZH) (207)

Sinee in this range we know that the relation among mp n and K1 is
zumiehed by Ea;. (107a) as

xl === 2 —-E-2(l_n) (107a)
Substitute K1 value into Eq• (105) to get2 12

l6(1—·n)3
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= 9 [2(l-11) · m]2 I 3mK2 16(ZL-n)3 2 + 2(1-11) (209) 1
Renee

de 9 [2(1-n) · n] Hi

A"? z (I2 1 [2 (211)
° 9 (2 (1-n) - m] 2

Gene 3, Detlectiem fer stress pattern between eeeend yielding
end full plasticity

I
6:

I

AASÄ“ 1
Q .

_ Figure 6
rm eq. (me), we have

(me)
and in eq. (10961) we knew

K2 =·= rx (109e)
sxneexnug. 6eeknee111+112==113 -112
ve knew K1+K2“=(3·· 3m 3¤2)2 (212)

¤ Q



Ina similarmannerwsmayfindvalues ofää- and 9%-EL forall
possible eembinatiens of mement and axial foree• These are gym

i¤ Tab]-G l• Sign sonventicn ms stated in first paragaph of I ·
stress analysis of arectangular seetiem
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III•In

order to explain the method of solving curved structure prob-

lems by using the results from previous sections three mcamples

will be presented:

1: Gantilever curved beam
2• Three-hinged arch
3• ’1‘wo·hinged arch
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Example 1

r Curved Beam

We consider a cantilever beam which is a part of a circular rib
of rectangular section subjected to a vertical load F at the upper
end• The dimensions are as shown below,

F
oc == 60**

<§H

a ¤ 25"
B ¤= 1"

i 2H == 2"
og “ 33 x 103 q
E ='= 30 x 106 N

d

L

, Figure 7
1, Calculate the load F causing first yielding, second yielding

and full plastification at the bottom section,
2, Draw figures to show the yielding condition at each stage,

(

Bt Plot the load displacement curve at the top of the curved
beam from the beänning of loading to collapse, Use loads

of (1) above plus a load which is half way between that caus-
ing collapse and second

yielding,Solution:Let ¢ be the angls measured from the bottom section, ‘

Before we solve the problem, we must know
N°=¤2 c$BH==2x33x1O3x1x1=66,0OO lb

M°== QBH2-*-=33 ::103 xlxl2=33,OOO ft-lb



» *
L¤= a (1 · cos¤<) == 25 (J.- 0,5) == 12,5*
N¤-·F cosß
M=-Fa (oos¢·cos<>()

Byassuming

FLf== 3:
wewill get

n=

$•m=g; f(é5)(ces¢··§) £(2coe¢-1)
Therefore we know that axlal force and bending moment at any section

arealwaysnegativm
A, Calculstion of the Load

a, Load Fl necessary to cause first yielding at the base section .

He knovthst for¢=0, mand n should satisfy Eq, (118),

··n··%m=¤l
gg- + %f===1

b, Load F2 necessary to cause second yielding at the base section ,

eq. (1.19).
z12+n·-äm=l



R E
•, ZQ „,

2... )‘-’ 2 12(···25 +(•·i;·)—2(-f)¤l

1*2 + 1,56,251* — 312,5 == 0
2, 1 612,6 „ M839

RIM R Ü•6839X33—m R

c, Load F3 necessary te cause full plasticity at the base sectim,

We know that for ¢ == 0, m and n should satisfy Eq• (l22)•
nz · m ¤ 1
(···§g·)2 — (-1:) -160
:2 + 62Sf · 625 = o

.. 2 'fa 626+ (62;)+1+::625 Raaaaaa
and wc will have the lead fer cellapse,

Fßn ä 6 6 1666 lbL 12,5

B, Plastic Regens
a, Plastic regen when F == FZ

From sectien(A,b)wc kmw that f =¤= Q,6839,

m and n at the section of first yielding must satisfy Eq, (118)

-· rx ··- im == 1
We dll have cos ¢ ¤ 0•97l•L08

¢ = 12•69•26··
where ¢ is the angle corrcsponding to the section being reached

at first yielding•



· 21 - 4
for ¢ == 5**

m =¤ -· 0,6839 2 x 0,99619 - 1 ¤ — 0,6787

„ ,_,._ _ x 0 6 zkl 2 l 2 0,95368

Similarly we eau tabulate the kl values as fellowsz

Ä 5° 10** 12°59'25"
kl 0•9l•529 ,97778 1 kl: coef, of H0,953

Table 2
Figure 8 shows the fibers • the centilever beam have reached
the yielding stress when the stress at the bottom section just
reaehes seemd yielding,

b• Plastic regien when F == Q (F2 + F3)

We know
Q F ¤= Q (1805,5 + 2636) = 2220,75 lb,

W £g2220,75x25 zcauz2 x 23ooo '
£or¢==0, n=·9-Y-ä§¤]—‘2 =··0,0336A8

m==— 0,8z,.'l2xl==-· 0,81,12
nz -—= — ¤ == 0,0336l•8
x§ + 2k3(-0,033668) - 2 - !•(··0•0336h8)2 + 2 (-0,8102) 0
k3¤kl

¤= kg — 21:2 =¤= 0,7211, ·· 2 1: 0,0336l,8 ¤ 0,65LZL
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Similarly we can tabulate the results for different angles es

followss

¢ E 5* 19* Ee*··=>·l>7 ¤*··¤·5l··
kl 0.65lel 0•6681 0.7082 0.8297 0.9695 l

¤ 0.7211+ 0.7261 0.771+6 0.8929 1
Table 3

and figure 9 shows the region where the yielding stress has

reaehed, when the load 2220•75 is applied at top.

c. Plastic region when F == F3
From eeetion(A.s)we know that f =¤ 0.998l+. Since we know n and

m are always negative in this problem, therefore the angle

corresponding to the section where the stress reaches second

yielding will be given es followsg

2 H2 + B "‘ 3
125

‘* (··················ä·5················· ) 2 [-0•998l+(2 eoe¢··l)] ¤ l

cos ¢ ¤ 0.8M75
¢ == 32°21•17“

n ß ·-0.9981+ x50•8L+A75 N _ (LO3373

kl = 1. + 2(·0.03373) == 0•9326
Similarlylet-n·äm¤l wewillknow

eos Q! === 0.8228, ¢ = 3l»°37'39"
where ¢ is the anglc correspending to the section Üf first yielding.
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_ Using a similar method to that given above, the value of
k1andk2willbe£oundintableLbelow•

6· 10· 20· 62·21·1v·· 66·6·z•69··kl

-

0.0606 0.2606 0.6666 0.9626 1
aß — 0.1101. 0.6691 0.6666 1 —

Table I;

Figure 10 shews the region where the yielding stress has
reaehed Just before structure eollapse.

. s
‘ F7

lfiecÄ; 1 Ä! S

Q? #1 .11# ”‘
° 0 4 '1*• V 3*vl,PJ

.i ~ Ö . 1V) Ä 31ä

Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10
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C. Deflection at Top ·

In Iinding the deflection at the top of the eurved beam from the

beginning of the loading to collace, we consider A stagcs.
First? we consider the I which causes tirst yielding at the bottom

section. Second, we consider the I which ceueee second yielding at

the bottom section. we consider the I which is one-·halI of
the value of I causing second yielding and Iull plestification at the

bottan section. Fourth, we consider the I eausing collapse of this
structure., Let A X2 and AYQ, be the amount ef deflection at top
along X ·- direction and Y ·· direction.

es Deflectionhat WP when F == F1
Frau (A.s), r =—— 0.61+935 er F ¤= 1711+6 lb.
m using equations ot messe (eo:.) and (202), we xdll have

Axe “ jd ‘}§¤¤i¤¢d¢* f§a2(sine—sin¢)d¢
0 0 ggg

g _ 33;,090 1: 25 x 0•6A935
600

**·;.ärs‘* ¤·=·· ¢ em ¢ d ¢
0

(2 „„ g - ;)(ee„6s'. s1x¢)d¢
60 x 10 x 25 0

¤ 0.2295 "
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¤<0
E Q 2E\·\

0 _ 60°¤_ 33000x25xO•6l•935 ¢""""""*'g'*'**30xlOX25 cee eee¢d¢
0

wo
3 x 33000 x 625 x 0.66935" ··-····--·-···-·-·····-···························· (2 cos ¢~··l)(00¤¢·00s6O° )d¢

60 x 106 2: 25 0

¤"b•

Deflectien at tßp when F == F2
Fm (A.b) 2 = 0.6639 ür 2 1606.6lb.By

6616g 666661666 62 BTBBB mq. (201), (202) 666 (203) 666 U10
infomatiens at the leveat rev in Table l, for mmem and anal

„ geree all are negative, ue will have
l2°59'25" ( 2

0 9 (2(l + 6) + 6\
12‘59'25" <)” 16 1 + )3

§· - ..2 .......£-...‘L.-Z 2 • ..jo mi mx a (Sin 12 59'25" ßinßü

12°59'25” 16 3_ @0 _
120 g2__59

EH°060 6O•¤’ 3"” ¤· Sil! ¢ 0 ¢ "X %a2(ein6O°··si.n¢)d¢
12'59*25” l2°59'25"

= oezlßlß
”
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A Yu A
jlzewzßn
d0E <;[2(1+„> + m32

12°59*25"
·-¤°8O

l2°59'25"
_ 0 -

-
04-a (668 12 59•25“ 006 60 )S0

60* 6o·
4-12°59'25" 12°59'25"

¤ 0.21ß “
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1

c• Deflection at top when F =¤ 2 (F2 + F3)

1162- 2 ·= 5 ( 0.9961+ + 0.6639 ) ·= 0.61,1.2
Similarly we can use the method ae that has been used in (C.b),

we will have
2lr°Ä9'l5“ 0/ou°‘

E(3—·s¤2+2m#a ¢ ¢
0
2l•°l•9'15" <>”¤

2 ,

fo2l»°l•-9'l5” O,
·· ¤(¤i¤ 27°£•8'5l" ·· Bin 2l•'l•9'l5")f · *-9-; a d ¢¤!(3•3¤

27°l•8'5l" 2
O6

8(1-m) [l•„(l+¤)+3m]+ -g- 1 ~ ——-—·—~·-——-··—-2-— 6 626 ¢ 2 ¢
27°l»8'5l”

[
0,,

{
16(1+¤)3

7
2* ·· ·-· . (616 2·7•1.6•51¤

- Bill 11) 6 ¢ma 9 2(1 FE 2 E
zl•°!+9'l5" [

lm27°&8'51"· gg l6(l+¤)3— a(si¤ 60° -· ein 27%.8*51**) ·· mg

2l•·°l•9'l5"
60° 6o•

I1"’ { ig" “ *2* 2 d 2 2-% ¤2(¤i¤6<>°-¤=¤¢}d¢
27°A8'5l” 27°l;8'5l'*

ß
”
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2l•°l+9'l5" O/on

Ayd Z30

2l•°l+9'l5" O/°
+ - ··-—-—-—-·-—-—-—-——-— ¤2<¤¤¤ ¢ - ws 2l•°l•9'l5") a ¢

0 &I(3 · Bug + hy;

2!+°l+9'15”+acm 2I•°l•9'l5" — 998 2·1·z„6•61··> I ·· ——·——--?--·-- ww
0+

m"°‘*m'm” 6,, 6<1m>mg6<1-•-0 + Bü}2 a.oos¢d¢2l»°l•9'l5" ml ml
27'l•8'5l” 3

+ * ä """"""""""'516(1+¤) z( ¢ ·· 27°!+8’5l")d¢EH 9[2(1+¤) my 8 °°° °°8
2l•‘l+9'l5"

27°h8'5l" 3_ „ _ Q l6(1+r1)
+a(o¤¤37hg•51

-·¤0¤60)§2l+"l+9'15"

60** 6¤•

+ 6°n EE 2··E··ß¤¤¤¢d¢+ 2Ea(cos¢-oos6O°)d¢
27'h8'5l" 27°l•8*Sl”

“
" 6
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d, Deflectien at tcp when F == F3
In (A,c) we bmw that when 1 = 0,998l+, the bcttem sectien
becumee fully plastic•

Since f ¤ 0,9961+, we knew Alg, and AYO( will be infinite,
therefereweusea mallervalue 01*1, eay1*==0,9983to
cemute the deflection just befere collapee oceurs,

We assume that ¢l and ¢2, the anglee correspcnding te the see-

tien ef first yielding and second yielding, dc not change, even

we leuer the value of 1 frcm 0,9981; te 0,9983, Then we will
have given data as follow: : 60*, gl:

Il
_Äxo(¤f ¢a¤1n¢d¢

O
9*, (ga 2«• • a ¢ ,,, sin d gfo mw — 362 + 3111)% 2

—,ce.¤¢ -el-1¢>V2 - —·-——·-·—-‘:2--·--·- ad}!1 2 O H·I(3-3n2+3m)2
21_, Q/§{l _ 8(lm)2 (11(1+n)·;3m] 8 sin ¢ d ¢,2 9[2(1·m) + m]

yl Ö1: 16 (l'*¤)3
- .. 2 e „,

fg Hä {9[2(1+n$+m}2}a <=1¤¢1 ünmdß
2 9,2 6 16 (1-4n)3-a(e1¤o(-amg) -..2 „................„.„. gggl 2gg mx 9{2(1~m) + ml

2O( G u (X
+{ ....?...asd.n¢d¢+f Ea2(ein0<··sin¢)d¢E 2211pl V1

212 1,789
“
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We consider a three-hinged circular arch with size 1** x 2** and a == 25** ,

2cZ =·= l20° as shown in figure 13•·

Find:
(A) The load for first yielding, second yielding and collapse of

the arch above•
(B) The deflection of crown just before co1lapse•
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Solution:
Let ue aesume Span =·*· 2 L, Height ¤== h,

¢ == the angle meaeured eidewiee frem cmvm, G : angle between FH

and R
A, Calculatien of Load

According to the given values, we can find

Mo Mo Mo 8*No

We will have
32 x 103pn
25:2133::].03fv

f
"
“ §‘i"¤"'§' ‘“ ” 2 fv

Then
n*·=-·1·pc¤s (8··¢)

== — 21*,,;:0.02 ees (30* - ¢) =——- 0.01,1;, we (30* — ¢)
m= r[coe (.i>(1°· 9) ·- cos (6 ·· ¢)]

= 2fv [me 30* — ee (30* - ¢)]

8•Since • n - im = 1 3
0,0l, fv cos (30* · 6) · 3 fv cos 30° ·- cos (30* -· $6) =¤= l

henee
2 3601+ eos (30* - 0) - 3 ms 30*
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In order to obtain a IBZLIIÜJIRHH value of fV in the above equatien,
the value of ¢ has to be 30°• Therefore

v 3•O2„ • 3 x O•866025

and the load to cause first yielding at the side rib will

be
22 Fv z Mqfv I: 2 X 33000 X 2•2628 2 5973•8# =__ Fla 25

Si!'l¢62H2+H“%m=l· f01•¢==30°

2 [- 0.01+ rv cos (30** -
¢)]2 + [- 0.01, rv ms (30* - ¢)_]

-ä. x.2fv[eos30° — ses (30** ·¢)] =1

O•ÜO32 fV2 ·· ¤•Ol+ i'V + 0•l•Ol92l• fv == 1

fvz + ].l3•l0l fv • 3126 ¤ O

1131*168 _(_
_ 2

fv z 1l3•l0l + [(113,101) + L; x 3].2,5] 2 2•6975
2

Similarly the load 2 FV to cause second yielding

a



F• •

F

While
nz-m=l for$===30°
0,0016 fv,2 - 2 fv 0•13397 == 1
fV2 4- l67•l+6 fv ·· 625 ¤= O

ll— l67,l16 + [(- 167.A6)2 + A 1: 626]
‘

fV === -——--—·-——·-—--—-—-—--·————— == 3•6532

2 x 33000 1: 3•6l•5V 25 96!+3 9 F3

B, Deflection at crovwn when F = F3
At F == F3 we know fv ='—· 3•653• The second yielding reached at

3
sections where m end n should satisfy Eq• (119)

2 112 + n ·- Ä m = 12
By defining cos (30° ·· $2) == X2 where $2 ie the engle oorreeponding
to the section of second yielding -

2 ·· 0•0l1 1: 3•653 ::2 2+
-· 0•0l1 x 3•653 x2 - ä·2 x 3,653 0•866025 - ::2 = 1

Jé + 25l+•2l7 I2 · 2l•5•67h == 0
we know that

- 2 V:2 „ 2 2 25l»•2l7 + (25l+•2l7) + h 3: 2l•5•67k __: OÜ625
2

and
$2 ‘= ÜU+°l5'25° and l+5°l•l+'35"

Similarly the first yieldihg reached at sections m and n should

eausry mq. (118)
·· I1 ·· 2 m == l2
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By defining cos (30° ·· ¢1) == X1 where ill ie the angle corresponding
to the section ef first yielding

·· — 0,01, x 3,653 xl ·· gfx 2 x 3,653 0,866025 - xl = 1
we know that

xl ¤= 0,9U+678
and

¢l ¤= 10°51*10'* and L;9'08'50°'

In order to find the deflecticn at cream, can obtain the answer

by finding the vertical deflectien of the end D at a curved member CD

which ie shown in Figure 13,
Obviously, after the applicaticn of the load, the elope change at

C will be the same ameunt es that at D but in oppo6ite’tdireetim1,

By eq. (202)
D

6· C

°< ä • A
D ..•ä.Z"A C § ,j ds ds
C .

1.0°51•10'*“ · lie'.?I 2 EH ° d ¢
0 „
lU»°l5'25" 3_ 0,9 16 fa g
l0°51*10”
30° _ 6 ,_._ 0,05698
1l»°15'25"
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and by Eq• (201) we have lysvlon

A¤·0,05698 1111160*+} 88iI't¢d¢
O

l0°51*lO*'
@-2 (Bi-¤10°53'20"-61n¢)4¢ 3

0 2EH
10°51*10••— a (sin LA°15•25** · sin 1O°51*10*')1 1 4 ¢
O1A°l5*25" +3111] a Sing,

d1A°l5*25*'3
{9 9}) dß

l0’5l*l0" 0

“""'2"' 1 11 1 B- 1 (1111 A5°&1+'35" — 1111 u1·1s•2s··>f -..·2.§—Q.+.2g...,?1d¢19151,10,, EH 9 2 1+:1 +11
l•5°/11+*35** Si!]Ö]_],_°]_5|25¤( n)
A5‘°l•1+*35" 6'” Ä " *1i·'¤"5"-‘;'Z"§1T'?°51§~*)é·“2 ‘“*“ ’*’°'*‘*""' ‘ °*“ "’ ‘*

*lA°15*25'*•
• 1-„.„§.„.?..„.1„.„.„..„.„.„„· a (sin A9 08*50** ein A5 AA'35") mß 1 3m _ Bnpjgdß

A9°l8*50**
MeIS'25"

+1
_ 6b {1 _ 8(l+n)2zl1(l+¤) + 3m}

4% 1 am ¢ d g!+5°l•l»'35” E 9 2(1·m> + m
l»9°08*50*'

-5
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60•
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l+9°¤8'35” E R Sin M;
fl»9°¤8'35"
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Turo·~ggd Arch

A two-hinged arch is a statically indeteminate structure. To

solve it numerically, the work will be very tedious• Here the author

only presents the method to selve the problem thsoretically, and no
numerical le is included in this thesis•

Here we consider an arch with radius **a°* subjected to a vertical
load 2 FV at crown Cl and the dimensions are as shown below

Interior angle 2 <>< == l20° A

Radius a === 29*

Width B =¤ 1**
Depth 2H == 2**

Yielding stress Q === 33 x 103 psi

Ioungmodulus E ¤30xl06psi

F
\\

CI\

\\
\ C2

h \
\_1_ Q Ö FwÜ. \ 3.1„\
/\

¢ // pv
\ /

\\ 3 / /\// /\\

Figure lb,
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As we knew that the analysis ef an arch with a ccmcentrated

lead 2 FV at the crown Cl is the same as that ef a curved beam fixed
at sectien Cl with a roller attached at D and having a cencentrated
vertical lead FV at D, These are ehem in Figure lle and Figure 15

P
Ix
\\

CI8:1"(

\\ cI I1 \ 2
er-1=a" \

\\
4) Q \ 1 PH?"—

<>< // 2 RCrcsé $ec.‘l‘i¤•1 L V
/

////
Figure 15 _

Let 1 be the angle meaeured cleckwiee from the crewn eectien, and
9 be the angle between the herizental reactien and the reeultant
ef the reactiene, 1

Accerding te the figures above we know that

FV == 11 ein 6 FH == 11 eee 6 (301a)(30lb)
N==-FVsin¢—·FHcee¢

==-·Rsin96in¢-Rees6cee¢

=== - 11 ces (6 - ¢) (302)
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I

I I
M==Fva(eina<•sin¢)-FH,a (cos¢—cos«<)

I

==Rasin9 (sin¤< -einß)-Racos9(eos¢-cos¤<)I
== 11 a [eos (az- 6) - am (6 — 6)] (363)

By defining

fazälsä, ,-1, li 00,, ,,„*i¤.. @0,,,
o Mo Me Nea

we have

FH ¤= R cos 9
fH == r eos 9 (30ha)

Therefere,

n¤—£vpein¢-fHpcos¢

==-·r1¤¤¤¤(¤—¢) (305)
m=¤fv (ain ¤< - ein_¢) - fH (cos ¢ — cos¢<)

¤==:· c¤s(°<-·9)—c¤¤(9··¢) (306)
Frem Eq• (105) and Eq• (106), we knew that when ¢ ==

0, and when ¢ == 9,

n and men will have maximum obaolute values, In other words, for ¢ == 0,
n has a mazdmm negative value and m has a maximzm positive value,

As 0 increasee, n and m will decrease linearlv along the line

•n+mp¤=rpeos ( ¢><„ -9) untilßwill have thevalue of 9,

When ¢ == 9, n and m will reach their maximum negative values, Then,

ae ¢ inereases again, n and m will increase along the same line but

in the opposite direction,

F0r¢==0 n==-fHp===-rpeos9 (307)
(1- amd)

==r cos (¤(-9)-eos9 (308)
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1
For¢==Q n==•fvpsin0—fHpcos0===

- r p (399)
m*°fv(8il'1o(• sinß) - fH (cos0·- coso()

== \’[cos (o( · 0) · 1]
Let us call the section at mich ß == 0, section C1 and call the

section at which ¢ = 0, section C2,
A, Calculation of F1 when yielding occurs first at section Cl

To find the load which causes first yielding on the rib, we know
that the first yielding will be reached first at either section Cl or
section C2,

Here, we aseume that the first yielding will be reached at sec-
tion C1, Since we know that at section Cl the bending moment is
positive and axial force is negative therefore m and n should satis—

· ‘ fy Eq, (116), Since we also know that A YD, the deflection of D
along Y··axis, should be zero, therefore we have

—n+ä-m==rpcos9+r[cos(¤<-0)—cos9] ¤l (310)
end OL o( 1AYD“0¤f

B_0_:9_3GOB¢d¢+j0E 0 ZEN
, 1 a (su)

After we solve Eqs, (3577), {ggg-), („3]_Q)amg} (3]_]_»I6 will have the values
of r and 9, Then we substitute these values into the function

· n - gn, If the result is less than one, we know that our first
assumption is correct, Otherwise, we know that first yielding will
be reached at section C2 first;

Because we know that at section C2 the bending moment axial forces



\
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are both negative, hence m and n must satisfy Eq, (118), A YD, the
deflection of D along Y—axis, should be zero so we will have

··· n — 2 m == l2
¤< ok

AY°==0==j BSE acos¢d¢-bj E a2 (cos¢-coso()d¢
O E 0 2EH °

The n and m values are fonmzlatcd in Eqs, (309) and (310),
When we have the correct values of r and 9, we can get the load Fl
which is equal to 2 FV that causes the arch rib to have first yield·-
ing, V

B, Calculation of F2 for second yielding at section Cl
In finding the load F2 which ceuses the stress along the arch

rib to reach second yielding, we shall proceed as follows:
Supposing that our previous assxmtim that the first yielding I

will be reached st section Cl, is correct, we can see that the second
yielding will probably reach the section Cl before first yielding
occurred at section C2,

a, Check F for yielding to occur at section C2 _ V
In order to know whether the first rtelding will reach the

section C2 before second yielding occurred at section C1, we
may try out the load to cause first yielding at section C2,

·n·—g·m=¤=1, for¢==9
rp ·-ger[cos (¤(·Q)-1] ==l

1‘[(P*§)···¢¤¤(<>(··€)J “l (313)
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By sssuming a suitable value of 91, a oorresponding value of rl in

Eq, (313) will be found, Substitute the values of Gl and rl into the
foramla~n+%m==landwewillhaveavalue of #1, whichisthe
angle corresponding te the section of first yielding near the sec-
tion G1. In order to make sure that the previous values of gl and
rl will not let the stress at section Cl exceed the second yielding,
we can check-using

2n2+n+=3é-mf]. for¢==0

The deflection along the Y-direction will be caleulated by the infor-
mnm rm seem 1 ma by eq, (201), (202) am (203)• We have' #1 2 _ 2MD¤+ gg 1_8(l+¤)[h<1~•¤) Ba! amaldg0 9[2(l*¤) - ml

3q·° l6(l+n)24*]8, (<!08¢ oos¢l)d#
O

gl q- 16 (1·m)3 adß
0

¤< dO'
4-I -%{aeos#d#+f •?-9:~°-2•a2(cos¢·coso<)d¢2EH

(31h)
where n and m are given in Eq• (305) and Eq• (306)•

After we get A ID using the initial aesumption of 91 , rl and #1 ,
three cases will oecura
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1) AYD =·= O which means that the assumed value of 91 is correct,
and the first yielding will occur at the section C2
before the second yielding occurs at the section Cl•

2) AYD > O which means that the assumsd value of gl is larger
than the real value of 91• Thus, we should decrease

3 th! V8]-IIS of Ülo
3) AYD< 0 which means that the assumed value of Q1 is smaller

than the real value of Ql•
b• F2 for section Cl when first yielding occurs at section

C2 before second yielding ocours at section Cl

After we find a final modified value of 92 by trial and error
method according to the rules above, we substitute the final 92
into the function below and check

2n2+n·äm>1 for¢==0

Suppose that the above equatien yields a number larger than 1,
then the second yielding will be reached at the section Cl before

, the first yielding occurs at the section C2• Therefore we can
use the following method to solve the problem:

· n + gn ==~'
1tofind (Il for corresponding section of the first yiel.ding•

rl[p cos(91~¢1)+%o¤=(<>( ·9l) ··§<=¢¤ (91*%)) **1

.1.; ... Ä o( — ..91) gz 3rlcos(¤€ 91)
(P .. Q. ) rl (2 p - 3)

(315)
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cos 9l]==l
(216)

AYD °"”‘OWe
now solve these three equations and get a set of values for rl,

Q1, and {Il for the second yielding occurring at section Cl or at
crewn of arch•
o• F2 for section C when first yielding occurs at section C2

after second yielding occurs at section Cl

But suppose that after we use the modified angle 91, which
causes the first yielding at the section C2, we find

~ 2n2+n···%m4l for¢==O
Then, we can understand that the second yielding will occur at

the section C1 after the first yielding reaches the section C2,

where ¢ = 8• We can use the "trial-and··error“ method to find the

load which eanses second yielding at the rib outer fiber es followsz

Assw af suitable value of 62, and substitute it into the following

equation, for ¢ = 0:

2 :12 + 11 +%::1 = 1
Solving this equaticn, we will have the value of r2• Substitute

the known values of 92 and r2 into the following equationz
·- n + g-m = 1

We will have ¢l , an angle of the corresponding section where the

stress reached first yielding•

Similarly, we can find ¢' and ¢" , corresponding to the two sections
having reached first yielding at the sections near section C2 by
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subsbituting rz and 92 inte
-1]-1 mzsl2

and see whether the fellmrlng equatien will be equal te zeroe
21„=O

92 lm ·m

2 3 O nz 9[2(1+11)-111]2
¢} ¢'

+} %aeee¢d¢-bj]- ?.q._°.E.‘.a2(ms¢·ms¢3)d¢¢1 ¢1 am
7

A 3 ...9... ·1d¢
V

gl _2EH

1,
V,:1+0_‘%il_

8<1+¤1>2LA(1+¤)+2m]} amgw
gi 9[2 (1+11)+ 111] 2

J; 2(j' l6(l·In) g

1 ¢”
_ 1 _G“ 16 1*113eeso() ad¢

1=>< ol
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AYD# og we can modify the initial value of 92 by the use
of the follmring principles
1) If A YD> 0, use a mllor value of Gga
11) If A YD<O, use a larger value of 9g•

and repeat the work until ue find the final values of rg and Sg
uhich satisfy A ID = 0• By the use of the final values of rg
and 82, we get the load which causes the second yielding,

1¤g===21··v== ?..i..g'....M.?. == E.? rg ausg
C, Calculation of Fg for full plastification at section Cl

The procedures in finding the load Fg which causes the stress at
the critical section of the arch rib to reach full plasticity will
be as follows:

a, Check F for second yielding to occur at section Cg g
At first we shall use the "trial and error" method to check

whether the stresses at the section Cl will reach full plssticity
after the second ylelding has occurred at section C2 by procedure

indicated above,
be, Fg for section Cl before second yielding secure at section C2

If the full plasticity at the section C1 is reached earlier
than the second yielding reaches section Cg we can find the first
apprulmate value of r by assuming a value of 9 in the following
equationz

n2+m··l==O for¢==O

wdfmm 2n2+n+ä•m==l
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we will have a value of $2 to the section at second
yielding, From- n-I-%m== 1, gl , an angle corresponding to
the section at first yielding can be found, And from · n — ä-m ¤ 1,

we can determine $;- and $'£ , which are values corresponding to
the two sections at which first yielding takes place near

section C2,
Since we know that the total deflection along the Y··directim

should be nero by the "trial-a.nd·er:·or" method, we will get the

final value of r and 2 FV automatically,
o• F3 for section Cl after second yielding occurs at section C2

By the information from (C,a) we know that if there happens to
be full plasticity at the section Cl after the second yielding has

occurred et a section C2 on the rib, the only difference from the
previous problem will be that we have to consider two extra sec-

tiens of second yielding near sections C2,

D, Calculation of the collapae load Fh

Based on the previous assamption, the first plastic hinge will

form at the section Cl, We can use two methods to obtain an answer:
a, Method by author

Assming an angle Q, we will get r by substituting 9 into the

equation
nz + m == 1 res ¢ == 0

and check whether 9 and r will satisfy
nz • m == l for $ ¤ 9

If nz
··· m >

1, we should decrease the value of the assumed value
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F

ef 0•

If nz ·· m <
1, we should increase the assumed value ef 8•

Continue using the "triel···and·erx·or" method until r and 9

satisfy the equatiense Fh can be found by equation

Fh Z 2 Mb rasin 91

b• Method suggested by P• G. Hedge
We can utilise the method suggested by Ph:!J.ip G• Hedge Jr••

Hedge modified the n-m relation diagrsm by using four straigzt

lines instead ef the parabolic curve es shown in the Figure l6•

Because ef the different locations of stress points, there are

three cases that should be discussed as followsx F
Case 1• Assxme the stress peint of the section ci the

( line ·· ?·+m==le.ndthestresspointofthesec·

tion C2 atwhioh¢==9enthe lil'X8·••3•*I!1¤l• We
will have
for ¢ ==

O,-2-+111¤r[§pees9+ces (¤(-Q) — oos6]==l

F (216)
andfor¢=9, muillhave

-g--m=r[§p·cos(¤<—9)+l}=l (317)

From ms. (316) sea (317) we w.111 ebnen
es (<><··e>=·=&(1>·2) e¤¤0·t(z¤+2)
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and

(319)V 3p+ · p··2 cos6

Since the assumed initial conditions are
nZ··§ for¢¤=O,

and
ne-é m·¢==6

therefore
2-R-4-;—é·> es 9> 202__p (3)

Gase 2• Assume the stress point of the section C1 an the
line - g·+ m === 1 and the stress point of seetien C2
at1d1ich¢==0onthe1Jne·n·äg-m=l,thenfor¢==0,

·-·g·+m=r[§pcos9+ms(6-·0()·cos9]=l

(321)snd£er¢=0

-n-gp- =1·[p-I-;--ä. eos(Q—¤()] =1 (322)
The soluticm will be es follcus

Ap-•·2··ep+2 eosü
W

,_._. §sin8fv 1;};+ ·· p+ eosé (3%)

Sineehereweessxme
l'1&"é• f°r¢¤O|

end n$··§, for¢==0,
therefore

l»P'*'2 2-6p-1-i-;-;_·-2 Zeesä) ..5..;.5, (325)
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Case 3• By assuming the stress point of the secticn C1 at which “

¢=*·-Ocnthe1.ine·u+·§-m=1a.ndthestresspoixxtof
thßB8¢t~i0I1Ü2&'t•Whi¢h¢¤ÜG1t»h01i¤6•H•§g•E“l,

wewillhave

—r1+-32-m=r[pc¤s9+•§-cos(9··¤()·§.oos9_]=-=l,

£ex·¢==01 (326)
and

-—n·»§-m=r[p-?.§„c¤s(9·¤()+§.]=1

f01‘¢··"'·*9 (327)
seh-e Eqs• (326) am (327)

1., (328)3p-I·2+(3p-2)cos9

fvz §p+2+E§p··§)cosQ (329)

As the assumptions were
forga-sc?

end

Henee

2*9P 3p+2
-···-·-·—-··-·· > eesü > -—-—-—-· (331}2-6p ’ ’ 9p+z
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WNCLUSION

In this thesis the following assumptions are made:
l) The yielding fiber stress fer tensien is of the same magnitude as

the stress for compressien,
2) The deflections ef the structures due te the load are very small,
3) Deflections and retations xdll be affected only by bending mements

and axial ferces,

The deflectiens and rotatiens at a particular section of the curved
structure are found using Bresse*s equatiens, These are applied in the

oalculations from the first application of the load until the structure

p collapses, The results of the stress distribution as ebtained in this

thesis are more accurate than these found by L, K, Stevens in 1957
4

because he neglected the effect ef rib shortening, The author is

inclined to generalise that the method which he uses to obtain the

deflection has not been used before, This method will be more useful

te analyse determinate structures than indeterminate structures where

it is found to be quite tedious, A solid mathematical background in

elliptical integration of third order is needed, He has preferred to

use the numerical integration although it is still complex, With the

use of digital computers solutions using this method will be easier to

ebtain,

If more accurate results are to be ebtained the large deflection

theory must be used, and the effect of the radius of curvature must be

considered,
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A: areaas radius of the circular arch
B1 width of the rectangular been section
Cs geometric dimensional number
Et Young' s modulus

Fe force or comments of reactionfz dimensicnless member of force
H: depth ef the team section

ht depth of the archl le moment of inertia
Kill: the distance from centroidal axis to where the yielding

first appears Kl}!

KZI!1 the distance from the centroidal axis to the neutral axis K2}!
K3}!1 the distance from the centroidal axis to where the yielding

stress appears opposite to K1}! direction

Lt half span of the arch

H: moment of any section

M9: fully plastic moment
mx H/H9 dimcnsioxmless number cf moment
N: axial force at any section

N91 fully plastic azial force

n1 N/N° dimensionless number of arial force
p1 dimensionless mmberQt unifozmed distributed load
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qi dimensionless number

Ri resultant force of reaction
rz dimensionlass number ot resultsnt

X2 geemetric dimension

xi dimensionless value of X

Y: gsometric dimsion
0(¤ angle

· A s displaoement

-6 • unit strain

Gs angle

(°: yielding stress

¢: angle _
V
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ABSTHACT

Since the Eighteenth century, a great amount of research has been
done using the elastic analysis technique in the field of curved struc-
tures. Recently the question of behavior beyond the yielding range has
become increasingly important. By applying the methods of plastic analy~
sis, the collapse load of a structure can be determined, and also the
stress distribution and the deflection, just before collapse, can be
calculated. However the evolution of the stress distribution and the
deflection at any section of the structure between the load causing
first yielding and the collapse load is still an unsolved problem.

Concerning the problem of evolution of the stress distribution in
the inelastic range, most literature relies on the simple plastic theory
in which the effect of the axial force on the formation of a plastic
hinge is neglected. In fact this conception is in serious error in
some cases, especially when the curved structure is a shallow arch,
the stresses developed are apparently governed by the axial force.
Literature cosidering the combined effects of bending moent and axial
force is very rare.

In this thesis, the author proposes a new method, incorporating
effects of both axial force and bending moent, of determining the
evolutio of stress distributions and the deflections in the inelastic
range. The thesis includes three parts. In the first to parts, the
theory for the stress analysis and for the deflection of a rectangular
section is presented. The third part contains three examples to illus-
trate the use of the new·method in practical engineering problems.E



Part one contains the stress analysis of a rectangular sectio sub-
ject to cobined bnding mment and axial force, This analysis is based
on the ideal plastic stress•strain relation, in which the effects of
the upper yielding stress and the strainehardening are neglected, How-

' ever, the errors which will be introduced are o the safe side, In
the results of this part, the author obtains two sets of relations
between a dimensionless moment m and a dimensionless axial force n,
one for the section reaching first yielding and the other for that at
second yielding, The relation between m.and n for the section which reaches

full plasticity has previously been derived by E, T, Onat and W, Prager,
First yielding mans the stress on one side at the section has just
reached the yielding stress, Second yielding means that the stress
on the other side of the section has also reached the yielding stress,
Full plasticity means that all the stresses at the section have reached
the yielding stress and a plastic hinge is formed at that sectio,
Therefore, if we know the values of m.and n at any section, fro the
derivation we can find the stress distribution at that section very
easily,

In Part two, the author solves the deflection of a curved member
by using Bresse's_Equations from the first application of load until
the critical section becoes fully plastic, This analysis has yielded
three sets of relations between the combined stresses and the unit angle
change é§§· , for the three stress ranges: the stress pattern within

j the elastic range, the stress pattern between the first yielding and
second yielding, and the stress pattern from secnd yielding and full
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plasticity. Also three corresponding sets of relations were derived
between the combined stresses and the unit strain ig-;. . Therefore
we can find the deflection at any section by substituting these relations
into Bresse*s huation for arw load less than the load causing collapse.

Part three includes three eammplesg a eantilever curved beam, a
three hinged·arch and a. two hinged··arch. Numerical calculations are
presented in the first two examples. The third euwnple is a problem
of a statically indeterminate structure and only the theoretical
solution is gven.

The solutions of the curved structure problems by the method
suggested in this thesis should be much more accurate than those
obtained from simple plastic theory, especially for those structures
which experience severe effects of rib shortening. The problem of
finding the deflection at any section of a curved structure beyond the
elastic range also will be met in engineering, and the method used in
this thesis can solve that problem as well.

The author hopes that this thesis will be of value to those who
meet these problems in engineering desigx, and also that it will
stirmzlate further research in this field.
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